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The field of supercapacitors (electrochemical capacitors) is constantly evolving. The global motivation is to create devices that possess a significant energy density without compromising the power density.\[1\] To achieve this goal, new materials must be discovered and complex electrode architectures developed.\[2\]

Several decades ago, the impressive electrochemical properties of hydrated ruthenium oxide were discovered.\[3\] Important features of RuO$_2$ are: (i) good conductivity, which is not typical of transition metal oxides, and (ii) surfaces that participate in reversible redox reactions during charge/discharge, enabling capacitance of 1000 to 1800 F cm$^{-3}$ for thick (>20 µm) electrodes and up to 2800 F cm$^{-3}$ for thin films (50–100 nm).\[5\] However, the high cost of this material, along with a significant decline in charge storage capacity with increased electrode thicknesses outweighs its outstanding volumetric capacitance, rendering it unsuitable for applications beyond microscale energy storage.\[6\]

In search for alternatives, MXenes—a new but quickly expanding family of 2D transition metal carbides (MAX phase) structure, e.g., Ti$_3$AlC$_2$, via wet chemistry routes, such as etching in HF,\[9\] NH$_4$HF$_2$, or acidic solutions of fluoride salts, i.e., LiF in HCl.\[11\] The described treatments result in mixed fluoride- and oxygen-containing terminations of transition metal atoms on the MXene surfaces. Thus, the general formula describing MXene composition is M$_{n_x}$X$_n$T$_x$, where M is an early transition metal, X is carbon and/or nitrogen, n = 1, 2, or 3, T is surface termination (−F, −OH, =O), and x is number of surface groups per formula unit.\[7\]

This combination of terminated transition metal on the surface with a metallically conductive carbide core is believed to be key to the MXenes’ promising performance as electrode materials for energy storage applications, such as Li-ion batteries,\[12\] Li-S batteries,\[13\] and supercapacitors.\[16\] In particular, impressively high volumetric capacitance reaching 900 F cm$^{-3}$ (comparable only with hydrated RuO$_2$) was measured for Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ in aqueous electrolytes.\[11,14\] Our previous studies revealed that spontaneous intercalation of some cations takes place when MXene samples are exposed to aqueous electrolytes.\[6\] In situ X-ray diffraction showed that variations of the distance between the Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ layers (which is proportional to the c lattice parameter, c-LP) during cycling is small (<5%) and no phase changes were detected.\[6\] Electrochemical quartz crystal admittance (EQCA) studies of Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ multilayer particles in several aqueous electrolytes with different cations revealed that cation insertion is accompanied by electrode deformations (expansion/contraction), facilitated by the presence of water molecules. These deformations occur so quickly, however, that they closely resemble 2D ion adsorption at solid–liquid interfaces.\[15\] Moreover, it was found that surface chemistry has a significant effect on the capacitive response in acids: decreased amount of F-terminations, relative to those of O and OH, resulted in a significant increase in specific capacitance, i.e., almost doubling it.\[14\]

These results notwithstanding, the understanding of what fundamental processes are responsible for the promising performance has been lacking. While double layer ion adsorption can be ruled out as the main mechanism, due to the relatively low specific surface area of multistacked MXenes,\[6\] possible pseudocapacitive storage mechanisms can be hydrogen storage or redox coupled capacitance (Figure 1a). In this communication, we report on a set of electrochemical experiments coupled with in situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) that shed light on the mechanism of capacitance in Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ MXene.

Typical electrochemical performance of the MXenes can be characterized by the nearly rectangular cyclic voltammetry (CV) loops as shown in Figure 1b for Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ MXene (produced by etching of Ti$_3$AlC$_2$ MAX phase in a LiF-HCl solution)\[11\] in 1 M H$_2$SO$_4$. To ensure that the observed electrochemical behavior is not due to parasitic reactions and also to evaluate possible contributions from hydrogen evolution, a series of constant potential experiments—during which the current change with time was monitored (Figure 1c)—were performed. It is well established that di-hydrogen (H$_2$) evolution is a faradic process and its intensity (i.e., current) is dependent on the over-potential value. By collecting chronoamperometry (CA) data, at various fixed potentials, a better understanding of the underlying processes can be obtained—as compared to the CV, which unlike CA is dynamic technique: the sample is subjected to a certain potential for no more than several seconds per cycle.
Based on the observed current density values (Figure 1c), we categorized the potentials at which the CA was performed into three regimes: (i) a “safe” region where the current density does not exceed \( \approx 0.1 \) A g\(^{-1}\) (marked in green in Figure 1c) and no H\(_2\) evolution is observed and (ii) a H\(_2\)-“storage” region, where the current density is in the 0.1–0.3 A g\(^{-1}\) range, (marked in yellow in Figure 1c) and no noticeable bubble formation is observed. In this region, the CA profiles are smooth and can be used when the electrode is cycled at scan rates of \( > \approx 20 \) mV s\(^{-1}\) and (iii) a H\(_2\)-evolution region (marked pink in Figure 1c), where the current density \( > 0.3 \) A g\(^{-1}\) and active H\(_2\) evolution is observed. The onset of hydrogen evolution (beginning of Regime 3) limits the cathodic potential for the use of MXene electrode. It is worth noting that this approach of selecting a voltage window and estimating the contributions of various parasitic reactions is applicable to other supercapacitor materials/devices as well. In this case, it allowed us to evaluate the extent of H\(_2\) evolution by simply measuring the current transients, where H\(_2\) bubble formation is mirrored by an uneven current profile. It follows that the lowest negative, and “safe,” voltage limit for Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) in 1 M H\(_2\)SO\(_4\) is \(-0.35\) V versus Ag/AgCl.

As noted above, one of the potential mechanisms for high capacitance is electrochemical hydrogen storage, as has been shown for some carbon materials.\(^{[16]}\) However, it is unlikely to have a significant contribution here due to (i) acidity of the electrolyte used: it was reported that hydrogen storage has significant contribution to energy storage only in basic electrolytes and (ii) low specific surface area of MXenes.\(^{[16]}\)

We now turn our attention to intercalation pseudocapacitance, i.e., redox processes in the Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) during cycling. If that is the case, then Ti atoms would be changing their oxidation state during electrochemical cycling.

In order to investigate this hypothesis, we performed electrochemical in situ X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES) for the Ti K-edge. XANES is a powerful technique to probe the oxidation states of elements that has been successfully used in the past to shed light on the charge storage mechanism of MnO\(_2\)\(^{[17]}\) and RuO\(_2\)\(^{[18]}\) by tracking changes in the metal edge position during electrochemical cycling. Herein, we monitored the shifts in the Ti edge energy at different points of charge and discharge. In situ Ti K-edge XAS spectra were collected—for a sequence of applied potentials—starting from 0.275 and ending at \(-0.35\) V, and then from \(-0.2\) to 0.345 V on reverse scan, as shown on the CV curve in Figure 2a. The Ti K-edge XANES spectra presented in Figure 2b,c feature a relatively weak
and Ti average oxidation state, the latter can be estimated in the Figure 3 with the reference Ti oxides (i.e., TiO and anatase TiO₂) in from 2.33 to 2.43 (i.e., by ≈ in Figure 3b, we see that the average oxidation state of Ti changes during cycling (Figure 3b). From the inset shown 

Since the molar weights for O (16), OH (17), and F (19) are close, the overall formula weight can be assumed to be 202 g mol⁻¹. Thus we get specific capacitance values of 205 F g⁻¹. These values are in a good agreement with the experimental specific capacitances measured herein, which are ∼230 F g⁻¹ (when measured in Swagelok cell). Please note that in in situ XAS cell we measured specific capacitance of ∼150 F g⁻¹ (for in situ experiments, a hole was drilled in the center of the cell and it was impossible to create a good contact between the electrode and the current collector).

In conclusion, we performed a thorough analysis of the electrochemical behavior of Ti₃C₂Tx and analyzed factors contributing to its capacitance. We demonstrated a procedure for the safe voltage window selection, which can be applied to other electrochemical systems and that provides important insight into electrolyte decomposition processes. Electrochemical in situ XAS measurements detected changes in the Ti oxidation state during cycling. Even though this method is semiempirical and provides a rough estimation, the estimated value is comparable to the value that we calculated from the sample's gravimetric capacitance assuming redox-only capacitance. Therefore, we can conclude that the electrochemical behavior of Ti₃C₂Tx in sulfuric acid is predominantly pseudocapacitive. This renders Ti₃C₂Tx MXene one of very few examples of materials that exhibit “true” pseudocapacitive behavior: it presents a continuous change in the titanium oxidation state during charge/discharge, producing rectangular-shaped CVs. This behavior can be attributed to the 2D nature of Ti₃C₂Tx MXene: spontaneous ion intercalation naturally provides access to electrochemically active transition metal oxide surfaces, while the conductive carbide layer ensures rapid charge transfer. Those properties are not available in titanium oxide or cubic TiC. The results obtained herein are important for another reason: namely, they indicate, as a first approximation, that the average Ti oxidation state in Ti₃C₂Tx is much closer to +2 than +4.
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drilled on the working electrode side. The MXene served as the working electrode cell geometry used in the in situ XAS measurements.

In Situ X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS): In situ Ti K-edge XAS measurement were performed at beamline X18A at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) of the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) using a Si(111) double-crystal monochromator, detuned to 40% of its original maximum intensity to eliminate high-order harmonics. The spectroscopic data were collected in fluorescence mode with a passivated implanted planar silicon (PIPS) detector in grazing incident geometry. The PIPS detector was placed normal to the incident beam at a 45° angle to the sample. The Ti K-edge energy, 4966 eV, was calibrated using the first inflection point of the edge region of a metallic Ti foil recorded before and after measurement. The hole was sealed with a Mylar film.

For the in situ XAS measurements, during electrochemical testing, we used a two-electrode 2032 coin-type cells, with a hole (diameter: 3 mm) drilled on the working electrode side. The MXene served as the working electrode and the activated carbon as the counter electrode. A glass fiber separator (Whatman) was soaked in a 1 M H2SO4 aqueous electrolyte. The hole was sealed with a Mylar film.

Detailed information on sample and electrode preparation, electrochemical measurements can be found in the Supporting Information.
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